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Link to Social Pinpoint Platform (Forestville site) 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

https://renewalsa.mysocialpinpoint.com/Forestville#/sidebar/tab/how_to_use_social_pinpoint
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 Comments 

1 Please think of cyclists and have a proper separated cycle way. Already it’s dangerous to use the 
bike lanes on Leader at as car traffic just park across them. Bike stations to pump tyres would be 
welcome           City of Unley  

2 I agree a small IGA would be excellent. But I would love to see greengrocers, bakery, smaller shops 
and cafes as well rather than a big supermarket. 

3 I agree.  There is so much high density housing and not enough infrastructure to support all the  
current residents.           City of Unley 

4 longer right turn green arrow for increased leader street traffic          Dept. of Infrastructure & Transport 

5 It would be nice if the 10 Anzac Highway, Forestville vacant block could be a big park for residents  
in the area who live in apartments to take their children to and also being across road from the 
Hospital it would lovely for patients and visitors as well. 

6 Please make this a development with architectural impressiveness, not just a clump of boring hebel  
monstrosities which is currently occurring with urban infill in the inner Adelaide suburbs. 

7 It’s a big space.  I hope that whatever it is used for has adequate parking and green space. 

8 I would be keen to see this the boundary of the mixed use and Residential to not be a hard  
boundary but more like Habitat lifestyle precinct and workspace at Byron Bay.  Is that possible? 

9 Would it be possible to have more of the higher density (taller) buildings at the Anzac Hwy facing  
part of the site? High-rise doesn’t really fit in with the surrounding streets and community. 

10 Please include Ashford Hospital users when deciding car parking capacity. These users are  
currently causing significant congestion through parking in Forestville side streets.    
                City of Unley, City of West Torrens & Ashford Hospital  

11 As Leader St is already a busy connector can all traffic into the residential development come of  
Maple Street?            City of Unley 

12 As a local resident I would like to see a top quality Japanese restaurant and Sushi Train in this area,  
an independent shoe repair service and an Aldi supermarket, amidst plenty of well-shaded walking 
space. 

13 Anzac Highway access to the mixed use section of the development is the obvious and most  
practical way of handling motor vehicle traffic, particularly if underground car parking facilities below 
the commercial and retail offerings is made available. High rise residential development at the rear 
of the site will enable a quieter living environment with good access to a range of public transport for 
residents.                  Dept. of Infrastructure & Transport 

14 Connection with this development to Ashford Hospital by way of provision for Hospital car parking is  
seen as an opportunity to lessen traffic congestion in the Ashford side of Anzac Highway where it is 
already very difficult for residents and hospital visitors to find a car park.    
         City of West Torrens & Ashford Hospital 

15 Even better, keep it all at medium density. 
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16 Absolutely agree, the value of houses in the area has increased exponentially in last 12mths 
enough to compete with Unley, so why would you put structures in that would DE -value the area as 
a whole, as said below we already have many amenities that work for this area you don’t need to 
double up, agree you need more parking bays but you need them before you hit the suburbs, not on 
top of them, you need more green spaces for children to grow, even a mini sports field for mixed 
use not big/flash 

17 Not a thorough fare into Leah or any other side street off of LEADER, re direct back onto MAIN 
Arterial roads where they should be, otherwise what’s the point of spending Billions of taxpayer 
money making super highways into/out of the city if you are going to have masses of people parking 
in residential streets & utilizing these streets as rat runs, defeats the purpose & wastes money, Build 
a parking structure on land opposite the Flinders H where there is no residents behind the police 
station.                  City of Unley and Dept. of Infrastructure & Transport 

18 Are you going to ignore as per usual local voices?!! If u were forward thinking you would build a  
transport hub accommodating the new train, bus's with lots of high rise Parking bays behind the 
Sturt police near the Flinders intersection without impacting on residents up & down the stream of 
the super Highway and affecting all residents along the way into & through the city 

19 Why not do this high rise mixed use when you open up the Army Barack's which we all know  
you will do once, you've sold off Forestville, why don’t you put the Lego Blocks. service stations, 
shops there, that way traffic can flow easily without impacting on local residents now an any future 
holding of valued land and homes that already exists and have Forestville as a green area 
complimenting it 

20 Great idea to develop a space for people to gather like plant 4. Love this idea 

21 Would love to have a small and large dog park for exercising. No large supermarkets or petrol 
stations but lovely eateries and bars would be welcomed. 

22 Yes, I agree with higher level residential toward Anzac highway and open green space, plant 4 type 
environment deeper into the suburb. 

23 Please remember that Ashford hospital leased many parking spaces from the old site and now that  
it is shut the narrow streets are overwhelmingly being blocked by these workers trying to find 
alternatives. Someone needs to build an underground and above ground car park. Please also keep 
in mind other developments in the area that are also dense currently being constructed. Thank you
         City of Unley and City of West Torrens  

24 Suggest to have a multifunctional shopping centre like Westfield Marion etc including shopping, 
leisure, Cafe, restaurant and commercial office above. Ideally it could be a ICONIC building in this 
area instead of medium or high density residential townhouses. Many houses have been built or 
building at the back of adjacent to KFC. Do you think it looks good for the city sightseeing prospect? 

25 Connection between mixed used and residential needs to be carefully considered i.e. open space,  
greening, warehouse / market / event space such as Plant 4. 

26 I find the landscaping already down Anzac Hwy Lego Blocks trying to be a surfers paradise set up  
disgusting, it’s not in keep with the surrounding areas of low height housing and family homes with 
gardens, parks, walking & cycling trails, as it is now we already have increased traffic and on street 
parking in residential streets this I see increasing by building up, we don’t need anymore service 
stores we are in the golden triangle with amenities what we need is more   green space  
         City of Unley and City of West Torrens 
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27 I would love to see a village square/Plaza design of sheltered open green space with playground  
surrounded by alfresco dining, cafes, bars, shops and businesses and accommodation above.  
Plaza Nueva in Bilbao (where I used to live) is a fantastic example of dense vibrant design that is a 
pleasure to be in.  
The Anzac Highway end should be solid so as to reduce noise pollution. 
Any parking should be below ground. Please do not build a huge open air carpark on this precious 
land. 

28 The multi-storey apartments allowed on a small side street opposite the Le Cornu site is already 
causing traffic bottlenecks and parking crises for local residents. More apartments to come near the 
intersection of leader street will make this exit - and Maple Tce on the other side - even more 
difficult for those businesses and our residential side     City of Unley 

29 Would love to have public open space in the middle of the area e.g. a depression has become a 
temporary lake which is attracting birds, could become permanent and contribute to the Brownhill 
Creek flood management plan. On either side of the lake, playgrounds, native corridors, well 
designed/passive solar townhouses, cycling tracks. Anzac highway side - mixed use shops, cafes, 
social housing, underground carpark with access from Anzac highway only. Also the bread factory 
could be acquired? 

30 1. Please include some three and four bedroom homes. This is a great area for families and so 
many new developments are majority 1 and 2 bedroom designs. A family with 3 kids need a 4 
bedroom home  
2.  Working from home is likely to remain a trend. Having some housing stock with a shopfront or 
home office attached would be excellent, and ad to the mixed use of the area. This would also keep 
life in the area night and day. 

31 As this project is supposed to be eco-friendly. I would like to see: 
- recycled materials such as stone, redbrick and wood featured to complement the textures of 
surrounding area. 
- Please, please no black or dark grey walls! Good passive solar design principles. 
-native plant corridors. This area was once the Kerta Weeta (Black forest). 
- maybe a community allotment available to apartment dwellers. 
- more imaginative design look at co-ops and christies walk in the cbd. 

32 I would like to see a focus on pedestrian friendly design taking inspiration from human scaled  
architecture around the world. The shopping streets of Japan, shophouses of Singapore, town 
squares, Plazas and Piazzas, are so pleasant to be in - why not create something beautiful rather 
than generic shops? All of these spaces are mixed use, medium to high density areas, that are 
pedestrian friendly. A combination of car free open space, shops, cafes, bars and playground would 
be fantastic. 

33 I agree there are already enough supermarkets nearby. The only supermarket I would be happy to 
have included is a Foodland similar to Pasadena Foodland. I definitely would increase the open 
space too. It would make the suburb more peaceful and classy. Include as many trees and plants as 
possible. 

34 There are already a lot of supermarkets nearby. Coles on Anzac Highway, a large Drakes on 
Goodwood, IGA on Goodwood, all a short walk away. Why would you even be considering another 
supermarket on this precious stretch of land compared with meaningful community space, whether 
outdoors or indoors. Increasing open space from 12.5% would be a huge win. 

35 Just wondering what the expected impact will be on surrounding streets as far as increased traffic? 
How will this be managed?          City of Unley 
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36 Brick and Mortar in Norwood was one of my favourite cafes before it closed. Could you include a 
similar cafe? It sold local artists artwork and crafts. It also hosted art workshops (watercolour, print 
making etc). It had a great relaxing atmosphere and good quality food. 

37 Any traffic should be directed onto Anzac, Not Leader where it would go back into the already highly 
congested traffic flow.  Enter and exit via Maple only.... Listen to those already living here we are 
already struggling with increased traffic and will have more from various residential and 
developmental projects eg...Sth Rd...Third Ave ...aged care...     City of Unley 

38 We live right near here, but often ride across the city to spend time at Plant 4 Bowden, we love the 
cafes, the grass area and the mix of entertainment opportunities for people of all ages, including the 
play equipment, I would love to see something similar here. 
Due to the location, would need on-site parking that could also be used by visitors of the hospital. 
Could a pedestrian overpass be included over Anzac Highway!?     
             Dept. of Infrastructure & Transport and Ashford Hospital 

39 I think a small supermarket would be great as without a car it’s not easy to access the other  
supermarkets. I find Goodwood Rd challenging to cross on a bike at peak hour and the supermarket 
would service Ashford as well as Forestville. Parks and outdoor spaces are more important though.
                  Dept. of Infrastructure & Transport 

40 We would love Flexicar pods here. This would encourage use of the car share network to shoppers  
and residents who don’t have cars. It would also encourage new residents not to buy cars and use 
other forms of transport (public transport, cycle for commuting) which are close, as well as Flexicar 
for occasional car trips. Flexicar is perfect for this mixed use site as it promotes living without a car 
and will ease traffic congestion. 

41 Where is the open space going to be? I would like to see large open space similar to the park lands  
or a playground like marshmallow park on Glen Osmond Rd. 

42 As a local mostly car-free resident I disagree. This is a spot that has limited walkable access to  
supermarkets, but is surrounded by suburbs where you can. I live just across ANZAC Hwy and 
walking to Kurralta Park shops is slightly too far to be comfortable and convenient. If a supermarket 
is not built as part of this development, it would force all new residents to drive to the shops, 
increasing congestion, car dependency, and the danger to pedestrians and cyclists. 

43 A big shopping centre would ruin the area. There are already many shops/commercial buildings 
along Anzac highway. An open green space is what is missing from the area. Rundle Mall is nearby 
as well as shops on King William Road and Unley Road. 

44 Plan for all storm water to be retained and used within this area 

45 A new bicycle crossing connecting to Reid Ave Ashford to Leader Street and the new development 
would greatly increase safety and rideability in the area.      
            City of Unley, City of West Torrens and Dept. of Infrastructure & Transport 

46 Use lots of tall trees, shrubs & groundcovers to create shade for dwellings, roads and open spaces.  
Preferably lots of vegetation which would have been in this area prior to colonisation 

47 A lot of the new buildings/houses around Adelaide are ugly with very little space between the  
buildings and small gardens (like Lightsview). Please build good quality attractive houses with 
gardens. And have trees on the streets. Not too many townhouses next to each other and no big 
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multi story units. Affordable housing is good, but they should also be houses that people want to live 
in/enjoy living in. 

48 Can a new pedestrian railway crossing be put in to allow easier access to Showgrounds railway  
station. Currently the large and impassable military complex makes it very difficult to walk there. 
                  Dept. of Infrastructure & Transport 

49 I am an Ashford resident and never have a problem with parking or congestion. The street space in  
front of my house is often used by hospital visitors but there is ample parking, particularly for 
residents who can store their cars on their own property.    City of West Torrens 

50 I agree. The problem with many Adelaide medium density developments (Bowden for example) is 
that they build only for single people. I live in a 3-bed townhouse in Ashford and all of my 
neighbours are families with children. More medium density houses and apartments for families is 
so important in changing how Australians live to be more sustainable. 

51 Love this! Carbon neutral would be best with EV charging stations, water tanks, diverting all food 
waste from landfill and being solar-powered! 

52 Can we please make sure we don’t have high density accommodation.  
We also need to have ample parking to keep cars off the street 

53 What with all the other sites being developed for accommodation and other things in the area and 
along the Hwy and with how people were forced to live during covid lockdowns...and associated 
pollution from increased traffic, this area is a much needed opportunity to create a green space. 
There is very little in the be builds. 
We need trees, play space And exercise areas to escape the rack and stack mentality. Show 
leadership in developing liveable Adelaide and park land city. 

54 We need to make sure we have green spaces for multi aged groups 

55 Please plan walking & bike trails which are separate from roads & incorporate these into existing 
bike and walking trails               City of Unley and Dept. of Infrastructure & Transport 

56 Good to have a mix of permanent shade structures especially with increase in extreme weather at  
all times of year! Means less cancellation of events and safer spaces for community gathering. 

57 Incorporation of water sensitive urban design onsite, that also includes biofiltration, plants to soften  
edges and boundaries between spaces. 

58 Paint some dope murals 

59 I agree. I use flexicar when I need a car the occasional time when it is truely needed. Having  
Flexicars available would massively decrease the overall number of cars in the area. 

60 Locals should have a say on the vision stated. There are plenty of locals that would like this land to 
be repurposed for essential social infrastructure. Creating a high density development will only 
make issues worse. Ie where will the students go who move in with multiple nearby public high 
schools already at capacity???       Dept. for Education 

61 Design the arrangements to allow for a small licensed venue(s) that can successfully run at normal 
bar hours- the full gamut of businesses that build a community need to be able to operate to build a 
vibrant community. This is usually overlooked and is impossible to authorise later once residential is 
finished - let’s get the planning right up front! 
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62 Great idea! 

63 During peak times, traffic around this area is already busy, consideration on which way traffic will be 
directed towards Anzac Highway and Goodwood Road will be an important factor, otherwise, I like 
the idea of a mix of residential housing styles and housing sizes.     
                 City of Unley and Dept. of Infrastructure & Transport 

64 Actually, if we want new developments like this to generate less traffic, we should allow LESS than  
the usual amount of parking. A parking-lite, high-density development would be ideal for a location 
as accessible as this one. On-street parking issues are best prevented by on-street parking 
management. This might mean (for example) a parking permit system on residential streets nearby 
and time limits or parking meters on the busy part of Leader St.    City of Unley 

65 Parking in the area is already at a premium in the surrounding area. With high density housing  
where most owners/tenants have more than one car, is more parking going be available? 
Remember, Forestville is used as a Park and Ride for Train and Tram users.   
                 City of Unley and Dept. of Infrastructure & Transport 

66 Yes. Great use of space compared with a supermarket. 

67 Yes, a flat one, not one where pedestrians pay the price and you have to go up and over and back 
down again. So time consuming and inconvenient. 

68 Yes! It would be great if this development was pro-families, providing decent sized accommodation 
at not crazy prices and a children's play area would be a big asset. 

69 Somebody on another comment suggested houses with a shop front. It's so easy to see an artist  
having such a house and having a simple cafe/gallery space. 

70 Yes! Environmentally in tune space is vital. But wide streets just takes us back to where Adelaide  
already is - addicted to cars. This is a chance for a community to develop which changes that. Great 
facilities for bicycles in the area and excellent public transport. So why not make it a community with 
a small number of shared electric vehicles, and then you don't need to design it so that it has heavy 
car traffic in what is, after all, a very small area.            City of Unley and Dept. of Infrastructure & Transport  

71 Yes to shop fronts - instead of having a large supermarket as part of the proposal, facility for small 
shop fronts is a great idea. 

72 Really hate the idea of turning this area, any bit of it, into a car park. Any parking should be  
underground, and for locals, not a solution to other areas' failures. 

73 A cool local bar or brewery would be brilliant. 

74 Parks, Ponds, Gardens, BBQs, more trees, swings. 

75 Park, Dog run area, Australian trees, wetlands, native animal sanctuary 

76 Can we please not have high density accommodation. high rise apartments will de value the area 
and just create traffic issues. They will also look horrible. Leader street is already too busy with 
traffic, Maple street should be used for entry/exit. A Playpark for kids would be lovely. City of Unley 

77 Nightingale homes in Melbourne provide a good example of sustainable, affordable, higher density  
development that people want to live in.   I encourage everyone to check it out!  
https://nightingalehousing.org/completed-projects some great possibilities 

https://nightingalehousing.org/completed-projects
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78 the development states there will be a mix of high and medium density housing. I think the quality of  
the dwellings, eco-friendly design and proper infrastructure is more important. I DO agree that really 
high rise should not be a part of this development. I would like to see a cap on height of buildings - 
say 4 or 5 stories maximum - in Bowden they have quite tall blocks and I don't think that is a good fit 
for the area. 

79 Innovative multi use development… similar concept to Plant 4 but aligned to the surrounding 
community. Goodwood is a unique suburb full of a sense of community; good produce; multi-
culturalism; the arts. Adelaide will be seeking created shared office space for people no longer 
working the CBD but wanting a space separate from their home. Make the most also of the amount 
of traffic trolling south from the cbd needing to pick up food/ groceries. accommodation to be pitched 
at young couples. 

80 1% of total  budget towards public art!! 

81 Why do you assume most residents would own more than one car? High density housing near a rail 
line is perfect for people to love a car free life 

82 Community garden and/ or allotments - green waste composting on site - community hall/space for 
classes, meetings, parties, playgroups etc 

83 Would love to see a sports recreational centre like St Clair here, since we don’t seem to have any  
local public sports spaces besides parklands 

84 It is critical that this development has public open green space as Unley Council area is so short of  
it.  Gardens for some of the houses with trees and vegetation are also essential. We are losing 
much of our green space to wall-to-wall apartment blocks. May we remember that this was once 
Kaurna land known as Kertaweeta, the Black Forest.     City of Unley 

85 Any argument about traffic congestion can equally apply to Forestville.  In spite of existing parking 
restrictions in Second Avenue and surrounds, hospital staff regularly park in the area, as do other 
commuters. So parking & traffic issues are already a major concern all round.   
                  City of Unley and Ashford Hospital  

86 The local schools are already at capacity. What this site should be developed into is additional 
schooling. Given Richmond PS, Blackforest PS and Warriapendi School are all possibly going to be 
lost in South Road upgrades. There is a lot of medium density housing going up locally already, 
attracting young families and overloading the current schools.       Dept. for Education 

87 Medium to high density housing here?? Are you kidding. The one and only feeder road (Leader St) 
is already horribly congested during peak times, without another 40-100 cars trying to get out into 
traffic.                  City of Unley and Dept. of Infrastructure & Transport 

88 More or less every green area in Adelaide is for dogs now, including the Parklands which are  
nearby. I'd love to see a beautiful garden area, instead of just another empty green space used for 
dog exercise and dog lavatory visits. Something peaceful where you could feel like you were 
communing with nature. Amazing if that could be created. 

89 No high density housing please because in a short space of time it becomes a ghetto block like the 
one on the other side of the train line.    Why do we need a bunch of consultants/builders getting 
rich from designing 500 dog houses that have no character and look the same? Just cut up the land 
and sell off the blocks to the people.  If you need to build 15% as 'affordable' to satisfy your socialist 
policy then do that but send the rest to the free market and it'll be done in half the time and $ 
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90 So excited for this area to become the new Bowden! 
With good planning and consideration I think concerns about traffic can be managed. High density 
apartment living is the way of the future, and this site is perfect for it. 

91 The main focus of this development should NOT be provision of hospital carparking. That is the 
responsibility of the hospital. Hopefully this development allows more people to live car free or use 
cars less.          Ashford Hospital 

92 Please consider putting in a decent amount of green area. It would be great to see some low  
density 3-4 bedroom houses with a garden. Looking at the current property market there is currently 
a shortage of these houses and young families are being forced into the outer suburbs. Small 
cafes/restaurants would be great to add to a community vibe. 

93 I agree, small shops, IGA, as long as it’s not Coles/Woolworths/Aldi! 

94 Sustainable, passive energy design that incorporate green space would be idea. Medium density 
housing with dwellings that support a range of demographics (elderly, housing suited to those with 
disability, affordable, small and family sized units) would be great. If all the units are built as 2br or 
unaffordable 3br the desired diversity will stagnate. Location is perfect to upgrade access to public 
transport corridors and connect to bike lanes.  
Greenspace. Trees. Water retention. Community.            City of Unley and Dept. of Infrastructure & Transport 

95 I don’t think we need another dog park, would love the public spaces to be dog friendly though. 

96 Great idea. I've heard of their developments as well and am very impressed. 

97 I tend to agree with this. Some parking for residents is necessary, but if parking isn't provided and 
streets are well managed then the development would encourage less cars. I don't see why this 
would be any different to the decisions faced by those who move into apartments with single parks 
(or no car parks) in the city. For what its worth, this location is as close to inner suburbs as you can 
get and had great public transport options as well :) 

98 Not sure how the logistics would work, but I definitely love the idea of increased connectivity for bike 
users. If there are major developments in the area it makes sense to undertake upgrades these 
types of infrastructure at the same time. The ability to cross Anzac Highway on a bike would be 
fantastic as there is no current safe way to join up to the fantastic bike path networks that pass 
through Forestville. One of the best ways to reduce local car traffic is to increase bike connectivity.
            City of Unley, City of West Torrens and Dept. of Infrastructure & Transport 

99 Wide paths along Leader Street for east-west connectivity     City of Unley 

100 Wide paths along Maple Avenue for east-west connectivity      City of Unley  

101 Upgrade bus stop with amenities and real time information  [Stop 3 Anzac Highway]  
                   Dept. of Infrastructure & Transport 

102 Retain the trees along Anzac Highway             City of Unley and Dept. of Infrastructure & Transport  

103 I disagree with this comment. I live across the highway from the site, and it feels like every week 
another house is being demolished to put up 4 townhouses. This site is perfect for high to medium 
density apartment blocks similar to those in Bowden. Of which, there aren't any in the area! 

104 Is it possible for a supermarket and cafe facilities to be included in the development to facilitate the 
aging population living in the area who are unable to drive 
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105 Allow pedestrian connectivity within the army barracks to the Adelaide Showground Station. This  
would extend an 800 metre walking catchment to the station by 150 metres.   
               Commonwealth Dept. of Defence and Dept. of Infrastructure & Transport 

106 Continuous foot path with zebra crossing and narrowed road entry design (Maple Ave)  
                   City of Unley and Dept. of Infrastructure & Transport 

107 Please allow high quality 10-12 storey buildings here and allow small bar liquor licensing within this 
area. 

108 Improve pedestrian connectivity here (Anzac Highway in front of Ashford Hospital)  
                   Dept. of Infrastructure & Transport 

109 Pedestrian crossing on northeastern side of signals or potential all green phase for pedestrians 
 (Reid Ave/Anzac Highway)    City of West Torrens and Dept. of Infrastructure & Transport 

110 This intersection is poorly designed for pedestrians and should be considered as part of the wider 
development of the overall area (Marleston / Alexander Ave)     
       City of West Torrens and Dept. of Infrastructure & Transport 

111 Plant 4 appears to have worked well in Bowden and a similar community minded approach would 
likely work here as an alternative to the fast foods on offer. Underground parking on/off the NW 
corner from Anzac highway. 
I don't believe that a commercial sized supermarket (i.e. bigger than an IGA) would work in a 'plant 
4' type development, as no one really wants to hang out at the local big chain as it ruins the 
atmosphere. However, something to service the new residents seems appropriate. 

112 A supermarket and cafe facilities would be welcome in this area for the older residents who are 
unable to drive. 

113 I drive along leader street now and the traffic at peak times can bank up can be right back across 
the train line to turn left onto Goodwood Road.  Leader Street and the train line will need to 
upgraded/expanded if that residential area goes ahead. In addition how many streets into and out of 
this area will be added to leader street. Are there plans for any upgrades to the roads?  
                 City of Unley and Dept. of Infrastructure & Transport 

114 I live in Ashford and all around us houses are being knocked down and 3-6 townhouses are being 
built. 10 houses gone 60 townhouses built. No additional infrastructure.  More residential here is not 
a sound plan. Anzac highway and leader street are already crawling in peak hour.  How many 
residential properties are anticipated in this area? Not needed here with all the apartments in the 
city. This should all be parks and bbq areas, dog pars playgrounds etc. all for community use for 
locals            City of Unley 

115 I live in Ashford and 10 houses demolished and 60 townhouses have gone up. No additional 
infrastructure. And this is still increasing. With all the apartments in town there is No need for 
additional high density residential here. Should be kept for parklands; playgrounds; dog parks for 
the many locals.           City of Unley and City of West Torrens 

116 Overpass for pedestrians and cyclists to safely pass over the multiple train tracks on Leader St or 
an overpass for trains, cyclists/pedestrians similar to the one over the multiple new roads near FMC 
or the South Rd tram stop. Improves flow for cars but more importantly safer for pedestrians and 
cyclists.  Considering this is right in the middle of the cycle pathway to the city it is a dangerous and 
annoying intersection for pedestrians and cyclists.            City of Unley and Dept. of Infrastructure & Transport 
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117 I don't believe that this area needs more high density apartments.  All of Anzac Highway is filled 
with apartments.  This space should be used for open parks, safe cycling paths for children and 
adults, tennis courts, basketball courts and all kinds of outdoor activities to encourage people to 
leave their apartments! I'm thinking a mini version of Hyde Park in London with a lake, cafes, and 
walking cycling paths. Or what about a City Beach that is a safe place for kids to swim like in 
Brisbane? 

118 What about Goodwood oval? and the Unley Pool? Open green space and playgrounds would be 
great here, maybe a tennis court and basketball court but, really it’s not that big a site. 

119 Umm. I think most private developers will make the cheapest "dog boxes". This area needs 
common green spaces, facilities and infrastructure. Traffic needs to be managed, bike paths, 
environmental impact and other strategic planning is needed. This can only be done through a 
process overseen by government. What about school capacity? bus and train route capacity? waste 
collection? I dont think "the people" individually can handle that.     
                City of Unley, Dept. of Infrastructure & Transport and Dept. for Education 

120 I would love to see more community focused area aka park, garden, chooks, enclosed dog park 
with 2 sections one small dogs and one large, a car park for the nurses and all who work at Ashford 
hospital something open but with cover for coffee shops and cafes to open more for local people to 
start businesses Just a more community minded plan, rather than a super market, car park, petrol 
station more fast food outlets or even more houses/apartments we don’t need more traffic NOWAY
       City of Unley, City of West Torrens and Ashford Hospital 

121 Please consider a school and grasslands this is a tiny suburb.   Dept. for Education 

122 Multi retail shopping ie Woolworths/Aldi/fast-food restaurants, with ample parking fronting Anzac  
Highway. Parking is always a major problem here with Hospital Staff and Visitors looking for free 
parking, leaving nowhere for residents to park.  
No silly Sports Stadiums Please, residential as per the suggested planning.    
         City of Unley and City of West Torrens 

123 I totally support these proposals. 

124 Thanks for your response. I recommend you include multiple open space/green areas. Possibly one 
large one between the residential and mixed use plus smaller open green spaces in the residential 
area and mixed use space. 

125 Ensure that development is high quality and only moderate density so that quality of the area is 
maintained. 

126 I reckon Goodwood station is closer than the showgrounds 

127 If a supermarket is included, can it be a good quality one that sells a variety of produce and organic 
food (similar to Pasadena Foodland). 

128 Ensure existing Leader Street residents are provided permit parking rights during and after 
construction. Also ensure good quality boutique shops / bars / live music venues are able to operate 
late to allow area to be vibrant hub that attracts young people     City of Unley  

129 A once in a lifetime near-cbd opportunity- let’s make it a national model, not a cheap fibreboard 
suburb. Require eco focussed design- focus on compulsory large scale rain harvesting, internal 
streets of suitable width to avoid modern development like Mawson Lakes where you cannot drive a 
car either direction down a street, & include greening that will be the envy of the surrounding 
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suburbs. require efficient smart, central underground infrastructure alignments -invest more now for 
future payoff           City of Unley 

130 I think there should be a fenced dog park for small dogs as there is plenty of spaces for big dogs but 
not small dogs 

131 Parking is a huge problem and should be provided for existing and new places. The streets can not 
take any more and it is unfair to the current home owners who pay their council rates  
         City of Unley and City of West Torrens 

132 A supermarket is much needed for this spot. This is one of the most pedestrian friendly locations in 
the entire Adelaide area, and currently all supermarkets are at least a 20 minute walk away. A local 
supermarket would make a huge difference to the walkability of the area, and allow more people to 
live car-free or car-lite. 

133 It would be great to see the developer do better than the bare minimum 12.5% green space.  Please 
consider the long term greening of this site with big, beautiful trees that will become established 
over time and provide much needed shade, local habitat and aesthetics to the site. 

134 Marking parking bays on adjacent streets so that inevitable parking overflow causes minimal issues 
for residents. Currently driveway access if often impeded and this is only likely to become more 
frequent.  
Please provide with residential parking permits too.      City of Unley 

135 We hope that Forestville retains an element of its old style past but with modern open space and 
gardens. Its location to city/beach and services makes it ideal. We favour a development that 
attracts retirees and those small families in a quaint and classy setting in keeping with Forestville 
and Unley ambience. 

136 I love this idea. 
Plant 4 has a small IGA that seems to work well. I don't believe we need a large supermarket, 
plenty of those around.  
There is a lack of walkable establishments in the area as well as green spaces. 

137 All extra parking that is need should be on the site, there is not enough for local residents now, so it 
is not reasonable to expect to use the streets at all for parking 

138 This is the perfect area for residents to access the CBD without needing a car.  Upgrade public 
transport access, cycling lanes and safe, well-lit walking paths into town.    
       City of Unley and Dept. of Infrastructure and Transport 

139 No school needed         Dept. for Education 

140 High quality for any residential development please.  Consider quality insulation so that this doesn't 
become another heat trap with everyone needing their air con on from Sept - Apr to cope with large 
north-west facing windows. 

141 Yes to acknowledging Kerta Weeta love garden-could include a quiet sensory garden wheelchair 
and pram small child friendly.  a meeting space for quiet enjoyment. Multi-generational providing 
opportunities for safe  community building. 

142 How do you plan on controlling traffic along Leader Street with so many more people and cars using 
it? The one lane either way already gets very congested during peak hours but also when traffic 
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backs up due to the train line further down Leader Street blocking off the flow. If we add in a few 
hundred more cars to the equation every day it is going to be impossible to move. City of Unley 

143 This would be an excellent place for wetlands fed my rainwater as is happening right now, some  
trees and grassland surrounds ... 

144 Please no tall buildings. See several other comments from other residents that there are enough  
townhouses and apartments in the area. Low density housing that matches the rest of the suburb as 
well as lots of green space for residents to enjoy. It would be therapeutic for patients and visitors 
from the hospital plus beneficial for children in the area to have a place to explore and nice retreat 
for everyone else. 

145 Would love to see a Plant 4 Bowden kind of mixed area with some outdoor communal space and a 
mix of hospitality that is family friendly 

146 This is an opportunity to make a model community. What about implementing ideas such as, Age 
Care /Kindy fusion, and housing students in an Age Care Facility in return for multi-generational 
friendship support. I’d like to see disability access inbuilt to all aspects. 

147 As a Leah St resident we continue to battle this problem, this little street was never suitable for to be 
a major connector road.  An upstream solution needs to be implemented. This intersection will 
gridlock, it will be dangerous. Children already find getting across this street to get to Goodwood PS 
dangerous and it stops independent walking or riding to school. We were denied a pedestrian 
crossing from Wilberforce Way. Locals need to see realistic plans to deal with this.  
              City of Unley, Dept. of Infrastructure & Transport and Dept. for Education 

148 Supermarket & shops would be great as everyone will be able to enjoy and have access. 

149 Would love to see another indoor shooting/pistol range like Marksman. Incl gel blasters. 
Otherwise, a shopping complex/mall with cafes, incl health food/low carb options, fruit n veg shop 
like Central Markets (local growers), health food stores, doctors office/clinic, retail shops. 
Free open air but covered gym/exercise equipment. Walking track around the site. Underground 
parking area. 

150 Would be appropriate to see Universal Design principles reflected in each component of the 
development- mixed- use and residential. 

151 I agree it could be a problem, but would prefer well managed parking regulations throughout the 
neighbouring suburbs rather more parking. I think there's a certain irony that more car parks 
encourages more cars to the region, the very thing local residents are generally opposed to. Better 
upgrade public transport corridors, services, real-time stops, bikeways etc.   
                  City of Unley and Dept. of Infrastructure & Transport 

152 Yes, this space should be useful and accessible for the students from Treetop school, residents  
from the retirement units, patients from the hospital and local families living in the area. Open space 
for people to relax and spend some time outside in nature. Good quality cafes for refreshments and 
a supermarket such as Foodland for everyday needs.    Dept. for Education 

153 Please no big shopping or apartment complexes. The area is already congested enough. Emphasis 
should be on shared green space with smaller shops/cafes selling local SA produce. 

154 Yes, it is so hard to cross in front of the factory on leader street, I often can't cross until a train 
forces the traffic to stop. This is ANY time in daylight hours. Traffic builds up from both the tram and 
train crossings.              City of Unley and Dept. of Infrastructure & Transport 
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155 It is really hard for residents on Everard Ave to have any reasonable parking for visitors - sharing  
parking on this side of the road would be good. So many people don't use the crossing - people are 
died trying to dart across to road rather than walk down to the actual main crossing.  
                  City of Unley and Dept. of Infrastructure & Transport 

156 Yes, I would love to see something similar to the parklands and marshmallow playground. 

157 I agree a Foodland would be a welcome option (not Woolworths/Coles/Aldi). Foodland offers a 
range of healthy food options also 'on-the-go' (eg. good for hospital staff and patients) as well as 
organic and local SA produce. Would be great for a shop to be in walking distance to residents. 

158 well said! 

159 There are not a lot of open areas in this part. It would be great to see a lot more family friendly and 
outdoor areas particularly with so many small apartments being built in the areas. Agreed there area 
already a lot of choice when it comes to supermarkets and smaller shops are cafes in Goodwood 
area already closing for this reason. Richmond PS is "full".  A feeder school for Adelaide High would 
great.           Dept. for Education 

160 Agree. The area has few options for those without a car. A variety of food places and cafes would 
be a nice addition. 

161 And a lot of these townhouses are on road corners, reducing visibility for bike riders, and creating 
more risks with cars backing out of multiple driveways.      City of Unley 

162 Green space similar to that available at the Forestville reserve is needed; with play equipment for 
children, exercise machines, space for dogs to run, for picnics and sitting quietly. 

163 Please! Not another supermarket. The area is well serviced already. 

164 Parking and traffic congestion are increasingly problematic in Forestville, particularly along Leader 
Street, Leah Street and in the area bounded by these and Everard Terrace. 
High density housing will exacerbate the problems.       City of Unley 

165 Open green spaces similar to the parklands between Parkside and the city with play and exercise 
areas. Quality landscaping. If any buildings/retail/supermarkets please only quality shops which 
offer an alternative to what is currently in the area. An Adelaide's finest supermarket Foodland like 
Pasadena would be a welcome addition. Otherwise small local cafes or the like. Nothing that will 
increase parking requirements which are already at capacity.     City of Unley 

166 Parking is the commonality of concern in this suburb and surrounding areas as well as how will  
this further impact traffic congestion. 
It would be preferable to increase recreational areas such as parklands with minimal housing 
development.            City of Unley 

167 There are only enough car parks in adjacent streets for locals. There is already an overflow from 
Ashford, KFC and Hungry Jack’s. 
Parking will be key to the residential areas already established staying viable as residential areas. 
Don’t clog the local streets with extra traffic and parking!       City of Unley and City of West Torrens 

168 Really pleasing to see 15% 'affordable housing' planned here at this important site convenient to the 
CBD and with TOD attributes. For this to be meaningful, and in the current housing context, let's 
include an appropriate social housing target. 
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169 I would like to see a good quality supermarket such as a Foodland. The staff from Aspect Treetop 
Special School may want to take their students to a supermarket to teach them how to shop. 
Foodland is generally Autism friendly with low lighting, less noise and wider aisles. They also stock 
a variety of food from SA as well as organic food. Coles and Woolworths are already nearby in 
Kurralta Park, Cumberland Park and Unley.          Dept. for Education 

170 Please consider using passive solar design principles - a wall or window costs the same no matter 
which way it faces but it costs a lot more to run poorly designed houses! 
Would love to see a focus on canopy coverage (including some larger shade tree varieties) to adapt 
to rising temperatures. 
Lots of greenery and shade in the integrated public area please! A water play area for kids nearby 
cafes/shops would be amazing (like at Plant 4). A co-working space would also be great. 

171 Excellent opportunity for a statement construction the city of Adelaide/ Unley should be proud of: 
high standard quality residential apartments; various sizes, lay outs and finishes; up to 4 stories yes 
but not consistent across the whole complex; variation is the spice of life; lofty ceiling, insulation, 
sound proofing, solar, underground parking for residents /hospital visitors, Inexpensive supermarket 
like Aldi, outdoor areas, childcare, studios, sm office space, rooftop gardens, community  City of Unley 

172 Redevelopment of this allotment brings the opportunity to revitalise and change the landscape and 
surrounding environment. 
Suggest replacing the palm trees in the middle of Anzac highway, which do not reflect the local 
area, with local natives (gums etc.) to give height, shade, and greenery to residents and the hospital 
etc. 
The addition of native trees, particularly with height, will pay off in dividends to the character and 
environment of the region.               City of Unley and Dept. of Infrastructure & Transport 

173 Passive solar design is so important! Proper consideration of eco friendly materials and design to 
minimise heat is vital.  so many new developments are painted dark colours and rely on aircon to 
keep stable temperatures - terrible for the environment and residents 

174 It is extremely important to have a successful, high volume business established on the mixed-use  
section of the site to interact with the current retailers based on Anzac Highway across the road. Do 
you have any current interest or ideas of large retailers for this area? 

175 The last thing this area needs is high/medium density housing, it's the ideal opportunity to create a 
green space in an area that is being proliferated by high rise high density accommodation.  Why not 
for once put amenity over profit 

176 We really need a good quality supermarket here. 

177 Would love to see something similar to Plant 4 in Bowden - enough smaller cafes, a pub, a 
Foodland supermarket, a mixed use space for community events, plenty of green space and shade 
for community gatherings and local workers and residents to relax and grab a bite to eat that is not 
HJs or KFC! Parking and traffic management is a legitimate concern, so please consider plenty of 
underground parking and ways to encourage people to not drive as well. There is opportunity here 
to create a village!          City of Unley 

178 Would be good to have an under cover + open air food and event space like Plant 4. Lots of 
communal green spaces. Less generic shops like supermarkets and definitely no petrol stations. 
Parking in the area will be a major concern (multi story underground?) 

179 Carbon neutral / 6-star green star rating / climate ready - so avoid surface materials that increase 
the urban heat island (check out here to see colours of roofs / roads impacting urban heat 
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http://spatialwebapps.environment.sa.gov.au/urbanheat/?viewer=urbanheat and here 
https://www.resilienteast.com/s/Urban-Heat-Factsheets-Combined-FINAL-5_4_21.pdf) 

180 Peak hour traffic morning and afternoon, including Royal Show and Sunday Markets and other 
major events - How will the traffic flow be addressed and how will we be able to get out of the side 
streets off Leader Avenue.  It is hard enough now.            City of Unley and Dept. of Infrastructure & Transport 

181 There should be small individual homes/units with lots of garden and trees to suit retirees or small 
families.  Don't like the big multi story/complex units like opposite the Show Grounds on Leader 
Street.  That is too much concrete cement and bricks. 

182 As an older driver who struggles currently with turning from side streets into Leader Street  
(especially during peak hour), what additional traffic devices are going to be put in place to assist 
with traffic flow.           City of Unley 

183 Why don't you build a new high school here?          Dept. for Education 

184 I would like to see open space facilities, lots of greenery and BBQ areas, what about community 
type centre for elderly/youth/disadvantaged?  Carparking area needs to have shaded overhead 
solar panels.  There should be lots of vegetation to keep the area (ground) cool.  No more shopping, 
no more retail/supermarkets, there are enough around. 

185 This mixed area should be about community engagement activities, rather than commercial 
shopping facilities.  Do we need another cafe?  Playgrounds, some sporting grounds (if enough 
space), somewhere to contemplate life! 

186 Please make driveway access to this mix use area via Anzac Highway and not leader street. Leader 
Street is already subject to high traffic volumes which makes exiting for local residents difficult in 
peak times.                City of Unley and Dept. of Infrastructure & Transport 

187 We ask this to be small homes with back yards rather than high rise buildings.  The area needs to 
have plenty of vegetation to keep the area cool and help the environment not massed blocks of 
units. 

188 The follow through of traffic on to Leah street is extreme already! With all the other wider streets not 
willing to share the load, the entry point for cars really needs to be Maple NOT Leader! We need to 
share the load around. I am all for a new project, Le Cornu was a busy eye sore! Just make it work 
for the community at large. Next look at buttercup, that looks horrible for a 'Village' environment in 
the city of Unley, all buildings need to look appealing and follow the look of the area!!  City of Unley 

189 Given that this is a major development, presumably with a longer vision to the future, is there any 
plan to expand the footprint? i.e. if the warehouses on the opposite side of Maple Avenue were 
compensated in the future could this development eventually adjoin the barracks? 
If so, (acknowledging that the barracks is Federal land), could some of the barracks be acquired 
and converted to a high school?       Commonwealth Dept. of Defence and Dept. for Education 

190 I agree with Renewal SA’s broad proposal for the mixed-use section of the development to be built 
along the Anzac Highway frontage. It would be very useful to have a small 
supermarket/convenience store included here; there are NO fresh food shops in Everard Park - just 
a cafe & a few takeaways. But I hope the area covered by this mixed-use section will be MUCH 
smaller than both the residential & open space areas; the need for the latter two areas is much 
greater. 

https://www.resilienteast.com/s/Urban-Heat-Factsheets-Combined-FINAL-5_4_21.pdf
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191 Open space is a vital part of this development. It should incorporate lots of trees, garden & seating 
areas, grassed areas for ball games & picnics, as well as play areas for children and young people. 
A mini-version of Heywood Park where the whole area is intended for public recreation (not the use 
of organised sporting clubs) would be a most welcome addition to this part of Unley. 

192 We need a Foodland or Woolworth in this area. Residents in this area can only go to Kurralta Park 
shopping center, which is TOO crowded. Building a shopping center is really the best choice in this 
location, and that is why Kaufland(German supermarket) chose this location before. 

193 Open space development, green space, oval, playground etc. Do NOT want a 'Bowden' type 
development. 

194 As a parent of small children I LOVE it if there are cafes near playgrounds. the two are not mutually 
exclusive! 

195 To Whom It May Concern, 
I support the proposal for the former Le Cornu's site at Forestville, the mixed use and affordable 
housing proposals are sound and it is a good idea to also have some green space for community 
use. 

196 What an amazing opportunity to create a green space for the community, a park with native 
vegetation, shaded areas, a cafe in the center where people can come together, relax and exercise. 
It would also provide a view for surrounding apartments and raise the quality and value of the area. 

197 For the residential area, the development by Nightingale Housing (NH) in Brunswick (Melbourne) 
seems an ideal model. NH offers architect-designed collective housing that prioritises sustainability, 
affordability & liveability. Car spaces aren’t required due to proximity to public transport, cycle & 
walking tracks. Apartment blocks vary in design; all are low-carbon, with roof top gardens, shared 
laundries & communal bike storage. See nightingalehousing.org for more information. 

198 This 3.6 ha ( not HA as your sign says, stop showing your ignorance the metric system is case 
 sensitive!!!) is a golden opportunity. A mixed type site would be a golden opportunity lost. 
 1/ Why not put the new Women's and Children's hospital here? It's not far from the RAH if they need 
 and urgent transfer and it is right opposite the Ashford Emergency department.  This site is much 
 more easily accessed for ambulance and customers. 
 2/ The Crows could build their oval and facilities there   SA Health and Ashford Hospital 

199 Please use native plants to encourage native species of birds and butterflies to have habitats 

200 What traffic control device are you going to put in place at Leader Street and Leah Street junction. 
Often long queues extend/exist west on Leader St for those wanting to turn right to go south on 
Leah St (during peak hour).  There should be a slip lane for traffic going east on Leader Street.  
Current carparking prevents overtaking on the left.      City of Unley and Dept. of Infrastructure & Transport 

201 This could be a potential school location with Richmond Primary school and Aboriginal school 
needing to move due to south road upgrade     Dept. for Education and Dept. of Infrastructure & Transport 

202 Additional housing will create additional stress on the public transport system. Pre-COVID buses 
were sometimes so full by the time they got to the Ashford stop that they could not collect anyone. 
How will this be considered? In addition, the bike lane on Anzac Hwy is not particularly safe as it is 
not separated and not wide enough. As more traffic is added to this area both with housing and 
mixed use development, how will the safety of bike riders on all local nearby streets be considered?
            City of Unley, City of West Torrens and Dept. of Infrastructure & Transport 
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203 Please use native plants in all areas of the development to ensure sustainability for native species 
and birds 

204 Or Maple Ave please          City of Unley 
(parent comment: Please make driveway access to this mix use area via Anzac Highway and not  
leader street. Leader Street is already subject to high traffic volumes which makes exiting for local 
residents difficult in peak times) 

205 What an opportunity for a beautiful precinct to be constructed. Sadly the greedy developers will 
want to put up another batch of tiny sterile matchboxes as has happened all along Anzac Hwy. 
Review the older blocks of flats that are now becoming ghetto-like. Is that is what is wanted here for 
10-20 years time? All parking should be below ground. Above ground about half should be parks 
and green space. The affordable housing concept is a nonsense for this area. 

206 I am a long term resident on Leader St and am concerned about the continuous stream of cars 
doing U Turns at the Anzac HW end.  (After the median strip): to access Third Ave or Hungry Jack's 
etc (east bound, U Turn, westbound), which is a hazard already, let alone with the advent of this 
new development. 
Concerned also about the entry/ exit points affecting existing heavy traffic flow; could Maple Ave be 
the only exit point for example? Leader entry/ Maple exit?      
                City of Unley and Dept. of Infrastructure & Transport 

207 While a good facility such as a supermarket (Woolies/Aldi) is a great idea, as soon as a carpark is 
added it would be swamped with visitors and patients for the Ashford Hospital or the specialist 
services. The alternative - paid parking - would diminish the value of the supermarket or general 
shopping idea (why Kaufland dropped their plan?). That reduces it to something like a service 
station or fast food zone (Please NOT Maccas!!!! there is already a Hungries next door). Greenzone 
the back part.            City of Unley, City of West Torrens and Ashford Hospital 

208 I think the biggest concern in high density is the sever lack of parking, if you are planning to do high 
density there must be enough parking for a min of 2 cars per home + substantial visitor parking too.  
On top of this, the hospital visitors park her and well as park and ride nearby. Keep in mind 
residents in the surrounding streets do not want everyone from this site parking in front of their 
homes either. How are you planning to manage the parking requirements?   
              City of Unley and City of West Torrens 

209 SA is a state with an aging population. How about designing a wonderful environment for multi- 
stage aging. Stage 1 for independent living retirement village style accommodation; Stage 2 for 
semi-independent living where residents need some assistance with their daily living; Stage 3 for 
full-care aged care. Elderly people usually have appointments at Ashford or in the city, so this 
location would be ideal.              Ashford Hospital 

210 More commercial area is required with housing up to the railway line, Access could be made to the 
railway for commuters and buses could deviate into the commercial area.  It would be an ideal site 
for a large shopping complex with major retailers such as Woolworths as well as smaller franchises. 
There are numerous high density building in the area, Ashbrook Apartments already has approx 
140 residents and it is on a major thoroughfare to and from; the city.  Easy and disability access is a 
must,                 Dept. of Infrastructure & Transport 

211 The boundary area between the mixed use and residential zones could be divided up into a number 
of 5m x 3m garden plots as rentable spaces for the keen gardeners to plant their own vegies/flowers 
while living in the medium/high density housing. Each plot would need to be appropriately fenced 
and the rental renewed each year. Imagine two 5m wide rows with a 2-3m wide service lane 
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between and then each of the 3m plots accessible from that lane. Water provided and part of the 
annual lease. 

212 Yes, a green park always makes a city more attractive. 

213 I live in Ashbrook Apartments next to Ashford Hospital along with approx 140 other people aged 55 
> 90+.  As the larger shopping centres such as Marion, Westlakes, Burnside are quite a distance 
away it would be profitable to have a Woolworths, small shops, coffee shops, GP  centre, outdoor 
areas all which would be easy access/disability friendly.  The growth in the area, staff/visitors at 
Ashford hospital, Ashbrook residents would warrant it, along with it being on a major route to the 
city.                 Ashford Hospital 

214 I agree that a shopping centre close to Ashford apartments and the hospital (and this area in 
general) is a good move. A Foodland would suit because it user friendly in terms of width of aisles, 
reachability, incorporation of cafes and community activities (referring to Pasadena style Foodland 
here). 

215 I think a Foodland would be a great fit. If carefully thought through I think parking could be 
managed. For example, in Norwood where you have time limited (2 hour) free parking, allows for a 
relaxed visit while keeping things turning over. 

216 I agree that there is a need for a green garden space for the community to use. A good quality 
supermarket that sells fresh food such as a Foodland with a good quality cafe would be convenient 
as well. 

217 I think it would be more visually appealing and enjoyable to have a garden/green open space for 
everyone to use. The houses should have their own gardens included. 

218 Agree with the need for breathing room. Community space to enjoy nature and rest and recharge - 
a rare opportunity to make this happen and really add value to the area. If residential is a must, 
please avoid boxy mini apartments (like at Bowden) which don't age well. This corner of Adelaide is 
crying out for a beautiful green space like Marshmallow Park in the south park lands. 

219 To build a school with all the necessary facilities (gym, specialist classrooms, outdoor areas for 
breaks, staff car parks etc) would take up most of the land. School pick up and drop off also creates 
a lot of traffic - it's a major problem at the school I work at. Could the Keswick Barracks lands be 
considered for a school? This land, I think, is best suited to community green space. A good quality 
supermarket and cafe would also be helpful.        
                City of Unley, Commonwealth Dept. of Defence and Dept. for Education 

220 To suitably accommodate medium-high density housing we need to services to accommodate the 
increase in people. Some GPs aren’t taking new patients. We need safe foot/bike transport from 
Anzac Hwy to Goodwood Rd, we need green space for families to gather, we need supermarkets 
with longer opening hours.               City of Unley and Dept. of Infrastructure & Transport 

221 We already know this will be a mix of high and medium density housing. I think that is great if 
designed well. However I do think 10 to 12 stories is too high. I would like to see maximum 6 stories 
at the high density end and for the majority to be 2 to 3 story medium density housing.  Human 
scale, walkability and green areas are a must. I would also love to see small local bars and cafes 
here. 

222 I'm happy to see a Foodland/Aldi/Woolworths/Coles in this location. I have lived here for many 
years and all my neighbours are looking forward a supermarket here. The nearest supermarket is 
Coles in Kurralta Park, which is really too crowded, especially on weekend. 
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223 Heat pump technology, evaporative aircon and solar panels should be standard on all new 
dwellings.  In combination with good design this will ensure heating and cooling are very low cost 
and environmentally friendly. 

224 Wide streets does not automatically mean more cars, it could mean more light, open spaces for 
trees, shrubs, bike path, footpaths, etc. This is a good idea and looks like most ideas involving open 
natural corridors and spaces are getting the most upvotes. Good work everyone! 

225 Love the idea of canopy coverage! 

226 I agree. The name Forestville evokes the image of greenery. Let Forestville be known for its 
beautiful gardens and trees. 

227 Please no large shopping complexes. A good quality supermarket, original cafe with a relaxing 
atmosphere and maybe a small post office/news agent is all that is needed in this area. The majority 
of the land should be used for a relaxing green space. Please include trees and bushes throughout. 
Forestville has the word 'forest' in its name. Let the area be known as a forest. 

228 Green space needs to be green space - Native trees, shrubs, bushes essential to off-set the amount 
of traffic fumes & noise along Anzac Highway. Include facilities to enjoy the space - BBQ areas, 
playground, a basketball hoop with Underground parking provided. These Open spaces are a gift 
and need to be nurtured - mental health benefits, community connections and family friendly. 

229 I’d like to see a development that truly gives adequate green space and breathing room between 
roads and streets. The apartment buildings should have backyards or decent size balconies, and 
gardens and space around the buildings. So many high rise developments I see up Anzac Highway 
sit meters from the road with no thought for actual enjoyable living, not accounting for noise and air 
pollution, or reflecting the lifestyle we love in Adelaide, only maximizing the square meterage. 

230 As per a few other comments -Medium to low density housing using sustainable materials, 
renewable energy, smart water use/reuse and range of designs suited to Australian environment 
*not jammed together*, underground parking, native vegetation, with provision for large trees and 
green space. 

231 Please no large retail shopping center or fast food places - KFC and Hungary Jacks are already 
plenty. A supermarket that sells a variety of good quality food would be welcome such as Foodland. 
Original cafe/restaurant would be preferred. The majority of the space should be used for a green 
space to cater for the many residents living in apartments and as a place for hospital staff to relax 
during their breaks. 

232 Please no large shopping complexes. A good quality supermarket, original cafe with a relaxing 
atmosphere and maybe a small post office/news agent is all that is needed in this area. The majority 
of the land should be used for a relaxing green space. Please include trees and bushes throughout. 
Forestville has the word 'forest' in its name. Let the area be known as a forest. 

233 Pasadena Foodland has a great atmosphere similar to Plant 4. It has a cafe inside the supermarket 
plus a florist just outside. There's the opportunity for live musicians to play inside. This could work 
here - a small to medium Foodland with one or two quality cafes with a florist included. Maybe a 
small newsagent/post office? Parking could be underground with a ticket system similar to the 
Foodland in Norwood. First 2 hours free and then a small fee for each additional hour. 

234 Hello, just wondering what exactly does 'affordable housing' mean? As it is mentioned separately 
from the other housing descriptions.  
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Also, I am in agreement with others on here that a Plant 4 Bowden type set up (of our own) would 
be useful and add to the existing character of the area 

235 Heywood Park is beautiful. Something similar here would really suit the area and be well used by 
the local residents. 

236 Re the Le Cornu site- I am in favour residential development with social housing and open space 
included as per the concept plan 

237 My family would like to see one of Adelaide's Finest Supermarkets (Foodland) built on the 
Forestville Development site. 

238 I agree that a space for the community to gather is a great plan for this site development, but Plant 
4/Bowden style to me doesn't suit the surrounding areas of Forestville/Goodwood/Black 
Forest/Wayville etc. Something more green with a less factory like appearance would be nice with 
flexible shade/shelter structures as someone has mentioned. 

239 There should be dedicated fenced off dog areas as it is inevitable that people will have dogs and 
thus it is better for there to be dedicated dog parks than for dogs to be in the other public areas. 

240 So many – the majority – of comments pertaining to the Forestville development are calling for 
much less residential development than what is being proposed. Certainly, no high density and 
absolutely no high rise dwellings. Many comments are also against medium density dwellings. 
Some comments are even opposed to any residential development on this site at all. 

241 Has any thought been given to a secondary school? This would be an ideal location just west of the 
city to alleviate enrolment pressure on the 2 city high schools. Suburbs that have recently been 
locked out of Adelaide botanic and Adelaide high could be offered a more acceptable option on this 
site.           Dept. for Education 

242 There should be much more than only 12.5% dedicated for green space. So many of the comments 
on the Forestville development are calling for much greater shared, community, green spaces. 
These spaces need to be suitable for diverse populations and purposes. There needs to be outdoor 
BBQ/dining and playground areas for public use. Huge diversity in plant species is needed. 
Appropriate trees need to be included to reduce the ‘heat island effect’. 

243 I'm in favour of more green space and concerned re increasing traffic from retail and residential, as 
Leah St and Leader already struggling. Fenced dog park would be great as Unley Council doesn't 
have one.                 City of Unley and Dept. of Infrastructure & Transport 

244 There should be NO vehicle access to or from Leader Street. This is a recurring theme of this 
consultation process. 

245 Government departments and offices are notorious for running public consultations which are 
entirely tokenistic, and the findings/evidence/input from constituents are ignored. Exactly how will 
the community’s input on the Forestville development be used to inform decision-making? And if the 
community’s input is different in view to what Renewal SA and the chosen developer/s want for this 
site, how will these be reconciled and whose opinions/views will be privileged? 

246 It would be great to see this space used to promote commercial and residential initiatives that 
support a culture of reuse, reycling and carbon emission reduction. In 2018, a post about this 
Swedish Mall circulated (https://www.huffpost.com/entry/recycled-mall-sweden-
retuna_n_5bfd0762e4b0eb6d931346b3) and it generated such excitement. This site could be a 

https://www.huffpost.com/entry/recycled-mall-sweden-retuna_n_5bfd0762e4b0eb6d931346b3
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/recycled-mall-sweden-retuna_n_5bfd0762e4b0eb6d931346b3
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centre where people could go to for mending broken items, donating and buying second hand and 
seeing things recycled and repurposed. 

247 Forestville is zoned for three state schools – namely, Goodwood Primary School, Adelaide High 
School and Adelaide Botanic High School. All three of these schools are under capacity 
management plans. The State government now wants to increase the population of Forestville. This 
will create further pressure on the enrolments to these three schools. It is NOT acceptable for 
Forestville to be rezoned to other schools. Forestville MUST remain in the zoning for all three of 
these state schools.         Dept. for Education 

248 Please consider increasing green space allocation. This area needs a decent sized park. Not a 
token lawn with a few park benches, but wide open natural landscaping with multiple areas for 
families and community to gather and spend time with room to breathe. 

249 Traffic is definitely not a concern as since the development near Hungry Jacks the traffic in the side 
streets has increased dramatically and parking around the Nibley Ave park is horrendous. Some 
days we are unable to reverse from our driveway.      City of Unley 

250 This is a unique opportunity to make a significant mark within an already very lovely 
neighbourhood. It will be greatly enhanced if the plans create a seamless little village type feel not 
overwhelmed with “cheek by jowl” housing and tiny green spaces. 
Having recreation areas and good shopping amenities will attract from surrounding areas. 
Underground parking at a superlative grocery shopping complex would be great to accommodate 
this. 

251 Given the loss of tree canopy in the city of Unley green space, multiple microparks across the site 
for tree canopy to help reduce heat island effect and improve liveability.   City of Unley 

252 Has the Ashford Special school been consulted? They would have needs to take their students to a 
supermarket that has quiet days without music etc like Pasadena Foodland. Students can be taught 
how to shop and use money etc as part of their learning.         Dept. for Education 

253 100% agree that a Bowden style development would not suit this space. Bowden is factory-like and 
the apartments are not attractive to look at. If housing is to be included it should be low density and 
well designed to blend seamlessly with a communal green space in combination with BBQ, 
playground and exercise areas/walking/bike paths. These should make use of natural elements and 
pay homage to the area's name "Forest"ville. 

254 30% minimum green space please. Places where everyone from the surrounding streets can go to 
do exercise, meet friends and relax. Unley Council wants to achieve 31% tree canopy by 2045, 
which will mean this site will need to have a lot of large tree plantings now or even more smaller tree 
plantings. It could look fantastic and create a cool and beautiful environment.  City of Unley 

255 A new city high school places here would be really smart and cater to the existing demand for inner 
city schools. Enrolments are soon going to be overcapacity at both the state city high schools. The 
State plan for development has been to increase housing closer to the city but with it we need 
corresponding investment in social infrastructure. This site lends itself to a school as it is on a bus, 
tram and train route.              Dept. for Education 

256 Traffic is definitely NOT a concern to council or developers. Since the development near Hungry 
Jacks the traffic in the side streets has increased dramatically and parking around the Nibley Ave 
park is horrendous. Some days we are unable to reverse from our driveways. 
There is more high density housing replacing sgl homes along Anzac Hwy and infrastructure is not 
keeping up now.  
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Schools in the zone are at capacity where do these additional kids go. 
Single housing and green space please!!    City of Unley and City of West Torrens 

257 Will a bike path be included on Leader St. to join existing path along railway line? Our daughters 
would us this to get to work in the city.         City of Unley and Dept. of Infrastructure & Transport 

258 Are there any plans to change Good-wood train crossing on Leader street? There are significant 
delays using that route during peak hour already. The volume of traffic would increase significantly 
with the new housing development.          Dept. of Infrastructure & Transport 
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